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ABSTRACT
• °
This report presents a summary of the results of a coraparattve
an_!vsis of solar-thermionic and _olar photovoltaic power eystems
performed under JPL Contract 9"-1066 over the period April to
: Spptember !965.
Power !e:'els fr';; 2,-J watts to 4 KW are examined in a variety
;_.fmissions includ_n_ _olar and planetary probes, planetary orbiters
and lunar stati :_s The powcr source, power conditioning 3 and battery
st.3rage subsv._._.rn_are considered. Systems are compared on the basis
of weight, ,_j-eaal_-:! r_liabilitv.
: Th_s "r_-port summarizes the analysis performed during the contract.
Detaile',-_ backup information is contaltted in a number of appendices.
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Summary
An investigation and comparison of solar'thermionic and photo-
voltaic po_Jer systems for several future missions was accomplished.
Porameters for comparison included weight, area, and reliability.
In addition, special areas of interest were examined including packaging
l
limitations imposed by the Atlas-Centaur and Saturn IB-Centaur launch
vehicles, structural design limitations, power conditigning circuitry,
test requirements, and many other related items. Reliability analysis
was co_ducted to the parts count level. Weight and area projections
were based on estimates of component pelformance improvement in the
1969-75 time period.
The missions examined were:
I) S_iar Probe - to 0.2 AU
2) Earth Orbiter - 500 and I0,000 km
3) Mars Orbiter - I0 hr and 50 hr
4) Venus Orbiter - I0 hr and 50 hr l
I 5) Lunar Orbiter - i0 hr and 50 hr
6) Lunar Station - (daylight operation only)
7) Mars Probe
8) Venus Probe
For all missions examined, it was found that by 1975 the surface
area of the concentrator in the solar-thermionic sysuem was less than
that of the photovoltaic array (see Table 2-I). Advantages of less
surface area include a lower value of disturbing torque due to solar
radiation pressure and perhaps better ability to package the system
and less difficulty with view factors foL- other items" of spacecraft
equipment. A solar concentratoL, generator, and supporting structure
combination is generally more difficult to package than a flat photo-
voltaic array; each case must be examined in detail to determine view
factor and packaging problems.
The reliability of either system could be brought to acceptable
levels (> 0.9)with incorporation of suitable redundancy. Reliability
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_> is defined as /providing constant power to the load for one >'ear
7
without failure. In oae example, a 1 kW system in 1975, photovoltaic
_ system reliability was raised from 0.88 with no redundant elements
L_
to 0.98 by incorpoL_tion of add_tional-photovoltaic array, _edundant
$ batteries, and redundant power conditioning modules. For the same
;_ example, solar-thermionic system reliability was raised from 0.35 to .
_ 0.93 by incorporating extra thermionic diodes, redundant batteries,
_._ and redundant power conditioning modules. The principal item ,,ffecting
_ rel_ability°of the solar-thermionic system was the demonstration of •
i_ thermionic diode reliability and the resultant reliability of the gen-
_ erator. Sufficient test time and test data must be accumulated to
•demonstrate diode reliability. In line with the conservative mode of
_ this analysis, a reliability limit of 0.9 in 1969 and 0.95 in 1975 for
one year's operation for individual thermionic diodes was used in
_;ystem analysis.
_ System weight c°mparisons sh°w that the s°lar-thermi°nic systemand ph0tovoltaic systei_ were "competitive. The solar-thermionic powe_
source (concentratoc, generator, and accompanying structt_re), will be
signif_.cantly lighter in weight than the photovoltaic array by 1975
for mahv missions (see Table I). The power conditioning for the solar-
thermionic system will be generally considerably heavier than the power
conditioning for the photovoltaic system, primarily due to the need for
low voltage dc/dc converters to implement generator redundancy.
As a result, overall system weights were close for most cases.
New w_ight-reducing techniques in solar-thermionic power conditioning,
or photovoltaic array structures could significantly change the corn- _
parative picture. Demonstration of high thermionic diode reliability
would also result in significant solar-thermlonlc system weight reduction.
The incluslon of attitude control weight does not change the con-
clusions regarding weight comparison significantly except in the case
of solar and Venus probes. In these cases, s_lar radiation pressure
is a dominant perturbing torque and the _use of solar-thermlun!cs,wlth
less surface area, results in attitude control weight savings.
|
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_:_ A summary, of estimated system specific weights and areas is shown
J_ in Table I. Lb/kW an_ W/ft 2 for each _ystem includes the power source, -
"_!_ power conditioning, and required battery. The power source #.or the - -
'!i photovoltaic system is the solar cell array including structure; the ..
_. I,_wers.6urce for the solar-thermionic system inclu_des the concentrator,
£:_ generator and associated support and deploymont structure. _-
_ The specific weights and area giveti in Table I are for 1975- sys_
"i_ tems with overall rel_ability greater tban 0.9, achieved with the use : 6
:i_ of redundancy in the source, power conditioning, and battery. Typically_, " ,
ii this results in increases in component specific weight: 15 to 35 per- __.-"
cent increase in solar-thermionic source, a IO percent increase in " :. .,,.-.
• photoVoltaic array, a 30 to 70 percent increase in power_conditioning,_. _ _..
and a 50 percent increase in the batter s (f'or both systems).
• :,The estimates of system weight are based on c_nservati_e _st[mates '
__ : of possible extensions of existing tectmology. Tl_s, _weJght_ in 1975
:, ,5 -, O
were not based on "trends" but rather on'the use of technology now ,,.,,o
exist._ng in the de,_elopment or prototype stage_. Examples-are the
8-mil solar cell, beryllium solar panel atructure, aluminum-electro-
formed coacentrator, 25 w/cm 2 thermionic diodes, and other components =
which were assumed to be used in 1975. This conservatism was Cnupled ' °_":_>_.- _
5 - '- -
with several design ground rules which _end to increase" power system : " :._ "
weight including the need for relatively stiff deployed structures -_ _".
(resonant f_equency > 2 cps and ability to Withstand 3 g in a deployed "_-. :._._i-"..._
condition), the inclusion of lO percent :safety factors in source " _-"?L :/:_1:7}_:.
design, and the limitation of battery depth of discharge to a maximum _a: - -,
of 30 percent. ,. ;-b-
Estimates published in recen_t literature include numbers as low. _- .r
as 30 to 50 ib/kW for s.olar power Systems; it mu_t-be remembered that _ .....:_..'_J::,
the spectacular red-ctions in system weight predicted for future, sys- : ''*_,_ _!_-:-,,._
tems usually refer to the source onlyl to mul_ikilowatt power levels, . L;
and. assume the application of liberal ground rules regarding structural "_5"_-., . ,:,+_.'_._.
dynamics, radiatlor_ damag:/, reliabillt 7. and other feaLures. New _ _- _:_;_i_'-_i!_',_,,,_,:
• ° • , 'L,_
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.L---I.: ._-7_7.,.-:_ ..-._ t':_ hor_::o: .,_:ck a:-. v,.-,.-- "hi_. radiation-resista_;t
_ ,_-,,a; : ..... : ;-::- _Jlar cells, _.'l:rali,...ht'_eight power conditioning, flexible
•l,u- irr,_.-s,;_,;:Jliglltweigh_ batteri,,s_ and other_ may change the con-
.-l_:,;io_,-.i;l this '.:--.ta,;d sh_ al..,be considered in futu_-.._ studies.
As ._hcr,_in Ial;le !, solar-therm_onic systems show weight advan-
tag,:s for the 1975 0.2 AU solar probe, ienar station, and Mars and
Venus prob_- mEssions. The two systems are generally competitive for
1975 Ve-lus, I_nar, Earth, and Mars orbiters with photovoltaics lighter
in weight at t!:c 200 w le :el and solat-the=inionics becomir.g lighter in
weight at the -_-kw level.
It sho_;Id be noted that in the comparison of "nonredundant" sys-
tems, wb._reir, no effort to improve system reliability was attempted,
solar-thermionic systems shined weight advantges for most missions.
-L
This emphasizes the importance of the reliability versus weight tradeoff.
The percent of system _peeific _,-eight attributable to source, p_er
conditioning, and b-'ttery for typical cases is shown zn Table I!. Also
she..,-is°the w/ft- figure for the source and the a__ount of power the
sourc_ ha._ to provide to supply a constant level-¢f condJtionea _ower2
C
.- to the load. Table II illustrates the fact that the solar-thermionic
=:_ source weight is g_nerally predicted to be significantly less tl_.anthe
phoco_c!t-lic source.
5,
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• e
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C,_-_;:nt thro_Igh_,,_mi:.sion.
(6) Pc,,,erfrom ._-,urccis Breater than required 'Conditioned power
ty " 0.9 - to load due to pc_.:er conditioning losses, energystorage
i losses, and extra redundant sources to Ivmrease source re-
determined liability.- Power from sc_arce refers to power on line pricn_
.ars. Venus .: to any p_,._e.r conditlc.r, ing. ..
-kceps power _ _I _ _ .;"',. ....._ ..... - 6
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I. PROGRAM OBJECTIVES AND GROUND RULES
T_e study program consisted of the following basic steps:
I. Definitiou of the system and 1_ission model incl,tding component
performance improvements anticipated over the 1967 to 1975
period.
2. An a,,a!ysis _f the performance of each type 3f power subsystem
over the range of I0@ watts to 4 kw for solar and platxetary
probes; earth orbiters; lunar, Mars and Venus orbiters; and
lunar st_tlons _
3. A comparison of each ty_e of power system on the basis of
weight, area and reliability for the missions and time period
• above.
The definition of the system model in some areas has relied upon
data supplied by J'fL for the future performance of components. Other
_i con.ponent pe:rformance information was derived from previous studies
performed by EOS and other organizations.
Tilis section Summarizes some of the major criteria which define
the scope of the comparative analysis. Detailed criteria necessary for
analysis are contained in the Appendices to this report. Major ground
rules included:
• _ i. Launch Date .-
Launch dates from 1969 through !_77 were investigated. It
~
: was assumed that component technology must be available two
i years prior to launch.
:_ 2. Missions
The mlssio_s studied are:
-5_
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a. Sun probes to ranges with-in 0.2 AU
b. Planetary flyby probes te Venus and Mars
c. _.arth orbiters for circular equatorial orbits of
500 and I0,000 k_,
d. Lunar, Hats and Venus orbiters for i0 and 50 hr
eccentric orbits
e. L,iHar station operation duling the daylight hours
3. Life
The desired lifetime was assumed to be a one-year period
(8700 hrs). For the planetary orbiters, two cases were
considered; in the first case part of the year was spent in
° transit, in tile second case the entire year was spent in
,_rbit. Weight numbers in Tables I and II refer to the first
case.
4. Power Output
Power ].evels ranging from 200 watts to 4 kilowatts were con-
:f° sidered. It was assumed that the power level should be con-
stant throughout the mission. For example, on a 0.2 AU solar
probe, the power at earth would be equal to the power near
the sun. For solar pro£res, this assumption has considerable
effect on power subsystem design and should be reviewed to
deter.nine _kPther a variable power output, increasing at close
distances to the sun, would enhance vehicle design. The power
output was assumed to be 50 percent dc and _0 percent" ac w_th
a constant load requirement. The" energy Storage reqdirement was
assu_ed dependent on the orbital shadow time or, In the cCse
of probes, on a nominal maneuver requirement of i-1/2 hrs.
5. Structures
Tl_e solar array (photovoltaic or thermionic) was assumed r:.
be rigidly attached to the vehicle for all cases under con-
slderation. Structural technology for the photovoltalc panel
was based upon the use of thin gauge sh_-et metal structures
and lightweight truss frame support similar in concept to the
_ Mariner IV solar panels. Structural design was baaed on
6937-Final 8
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r_asonable criteria such as a minimum resonant frequency of
2 cps, a 3 "g" load for retromaneuvers for orbiters, and
_ typical vibration loads during launch. Tt.e 1975 structural
< weight was estimated using conservative judgments regardi_g
technological advances. Similar technology was assumed for
,% the solar-thermionic system support.
._,,_. 6. Booster/S:_roud/Spacecraft
_._,etwo boost vehicles considered w_re the Atlas-Centaur and
:_ Saturn IB-Centaur Packagi_g studies were based on the use.
of projected shrouds for these vehicles and reasonable judg-
ments with regard to the type of spacecraft which would be
_ii_ used, depending on payload limitaLions and available power.,• <
_ 7. Component Performance
_ It was assumed that one-piece solar concentrators up.to 15
_ feet in diameter would be a_ lable which would be electro-
_ formed and made from lightweight nonmagnetic materials s_ch
i_ as aluminum, beryllium and magnesium. Aluminum mirrors
9.5 feet in diameter would be available for the 1969 flight
date and 15-foot a uminum mirror would be available for a
1971 flight date, Beryllium and magnesiLLm mirrors up _o 15feet in diameter would be available for a 1973 flight date°
_ Also, cesium _eservoir controls would be available f_r a
1970 flight date and solar flux control._ for a 1970 flight o
._
Many assumption,_ regarding component performance were re-
quired to complete the analysis and are discussed in later
sections. Significant ground ,'ules are:
a. The maximum mirror diameter available will be 9°5 feet
for 1968-1969 flight dates and 15 feet for 1971-1977
fiight dates°
e
b° Concentrator specific weights wiiI decrease with an
_assumed concentrator specific weight of 0.8 lb/ft 2 in
o _
1969 and 0.5 lb/ft 2 in 1977 at the maximum mirror
I
"diameterso
6937-Final 9
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c. Steadily improving generator efficiencies ranging from
• . I0 percent in 1969 (at 1700°C) to 22°4 percent in 1977
(at 1700°C) ,.
d A:: improvement in s,_lar cell efficiency; for a 1969
flight date the nominal cell output will be 10o9 per-
cent efficiency (at 28°C) wL_ile in 1977 the output will
be 11.3 percento Also, solar cell thickness and weight
• will decrease with 12-mil-tbick cells being used in
1969 and 8-all thick cells being used in 1.977.
Other assumptions regarding component performance are summarized
in the text of the report. Many of the component performance
J
parameters are based on judgment regarding improvements which
can be obtained by consistent development efforts.
8. System Components3
A summary of the basic components of a solar-thermionic system
is shown in the block diagram of Fig. !-I along with energy
I_ losses in the system• A detailed explanation of component
performance is contained in Ref. i*, below.
F%gure 1-2 shows several items of prototype hardware of The
• L
L
solar-thermionic system under development, and a typical
system conflgurat ion.
Figure 1-3 shows the basic block diagram of the photovoltaicl
system.
Figure 1-4 shows typical photovoltaic system components.
The Mariner vehicle illust_rates the manner in which the solar
panels are attached, and also shows a typical photovoltaic
array on a spacecraft.
_his report does not consider detailed operation of each
component, but rather concentrates on_ system performance
and comparison. -
•Final Report on "Analysis Of Ancillary Equipmemt for Solar Thermionl¢
. System," i0 March 1965, prepared under JP: Contract 950699.
'j
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Ranger Power Subsystem Including
Solar Panels, Battery, Electronic
Modules
Mariner C Vehicle Showing
Photovo ltatc Pane Is
_[_ 1- UrTRIS
coo,4mvJoo,0aa,¢o_ II Y_ _LTTI_o_,ll
SO_&ll
Typical Power System Configuration
(
FIG. I-4 TYPICAL PHOTOVOLTAIC CO_)NZNTS
/
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2. SYSfEM COMPARISON
A detailed study of the expected weight, area and reliabilit of
the solar-thermionic and photovo!taic systems was accomplished and is
summacized below,
2. I Area
i Table 2-1 shows an area comparison fcr thermionic and
photovoltaic systems for the missions of interest in the years 1969
and 1975, Area refers to the projected area of the solar conceb-
trator or ph'otovoltaic array. The numbers presenued refer to a non-
redundant system, i.e., a system in which no redundant modules are" •
incorporated to im-rove system reliability.
Figure 2-I graphically illustrates an area comparison for
i t
a I KW system for several missions. Two areas are shown; the non-
redundant system and a redundant system in which extra array area is
included to increase power scurce reliability. For the photovoltaic
system, the array re'llability is increased to a icvel exceeding 0.99
by increasing area about i0 percent° For the thermionlc system, solar-
thermiou£c system reliability is assumed to have been increased to _bout
0.9, based on calculatluns and circuitry discussed in later paragraphs°
' As shown, in 1969 it is expected that the solar-thermionlc
system would require more area than the photovoltaic system except
for the solar probe mission.
1 However, by 19_5 the expected increases in solar-thermionic
I source efficiency will result in considerable decreases in concen-
trator area. The sclar-tHerm_onic system will require less surface
area than 'the photovoltalc system for all missions considered i_ 1975.
This is true even when considerable redundancy is added t_ _he solar-
thermlonic arrcy, where typically the solar concentrator projected _0rea
is increasf,d by 30 percent.
6937-Final 15 '
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• .... ,,-,!O.,IC ANDCO._ARISO',; FOR-.,t-,,-:, -,,
Thermionlc System A_ea (.
(I) l:a_s-10 hc Har._-55 hr Lunar-10 hr tunar-50 hr Earth-500 Km Ea.rth-lO,000
1969 1975 1969 1975 :909 1975 1969 19/5 1969 1975 1969 197
100 66 31 L8 27 25 12 18 8 36 17 20
200 132 62 95 "5 50 23 36 17 72 33 40 1
400 264 124 192 cO I00 46 72 34 144 66 80 - ",
lO0 462 217 336 :.57 175 81 126 59 - -252 I15 140 "
o1000 _6 310 _,_ :__- ____0 i_5 1so : e4 360 16._ __00 .
• -.... 3_o 7_o _..__2000 " ' ' ":.:t 620 9.0 ' :_" 5C0 230 16'_ 3t0 1;
: " .... " " - ' _60 720 33,_ "4000 IL& ,.,A .,,.: . - X,_. 660 £O.'.' 3,
,Ib
- Photc.-'oI'-a Lc sV_'s-:i- o • _""
&
].GO 4_ 38 : 32 ?_, 22 18 16 1.3 26 25 18
4 .,
209 P._ 77 65 57 43 36 31 27 52 50 _36
403 177 154 12-) .l' $_" 72 62 53 Iu_-_ .100 7! ':"
7C0 310 ,.O9_'_226 __.._'"'" !51 126 109 93 179 175 12_ .'.
-' 1003 ,:443 354 323 _"_- 215 ]80 155 133 256 250 179 .
20C'q _g6 769 645 57; 430 360 311 266 512 5C0 357
4000 1773 1537 1,_,)1 Ii_3 $61 718 622 532 ]023/ 1£,05 715
J
$
-, Ik;zes -' _ :
, (1) Refers to Condition._-dL_._s"-_-to Load_
EA indicates that syscc..-,c_uld not: b_ • "
_- _ pr=!;cged in Saturn I,_/c::._:"'' :r -_ -,-
F . .- _ .
--. :. 6937-Final
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OVOLTAlC SOL_ ARRAY
Q
0
•unar 5Catton F.._rs Probe Solar Probe Venus-lO hr Vcr.:_$-50 hr Venus Probe
- 1969 1975 1969 197"5 1969 1975 -1969 1975 1969 1975 1969 1975
--- 16 7 42 20 16 7 25 12 18 8 16 7
fl
32 15 84 40 32 15 50 23 36 17 32 15
64 30 168 80 64 30 100 46 72 34 66 36 .
5
_:: 112 51 296 140 112 51 175 81 126 59 112 51
_!. 160 73 420 200 160 73 250 115 180 84 160 73
:_"
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' "TI,
_.,e are__..:d','_;_tage_,f Lhe soJar=thermionic sysLem is partic-
.i
-, _ziarly striking in tl-e selar probe mission where for a " KW lead in
9 o
1975, 73 ft" is required for thermionics v_rsus 195 ft- i r the photo-
_L voJtaic system in the nonredundant case.
f
The advantage of solar-thermionics with regard to area is
:_ due primarily to the high source efficiency, typically 15 to 18 per-
cent in 1975. This compares with a maximum photovoltaic array effi-
ciency of typically i0 to 11 percent.
J
For Venus missions (o|ie case is shown in Fig_ 2-1), the watt
;: output per unit area of the solar-thermionic source must be based on
_i earth conditions. Excess solar radiation at Venus or closer distanr.es
to the sun must be eliminated via flux centre] or eth=r means. For
_ photovoltaic systems, the wat_ output per unit area will vary in ac-
_ cordance with solar intensity and radiation degradation. These factors
controt the temperature of the array, the selection of cover glass,
:_ and (at distances from the sun of roughly less than 0.5 AU) the optimum
=_ angle of incidence of the photovoltaic array to the solar radiation.
w/ft 2
_)i For an 0°2 AU solar probe, the f_ure for the photovoltaic array
_:_ is less than that achievable at earth due to solar proton degradation
_ over the mission duration and the effect of high intensity solar radia-
< tion on array I-V curves,
Cr
q All area calculations are based on a one-year mission, ac-"
/
_ counting for solar panel degradation due to solaz" protons (and Van
_ Allen for earth) with an optimum cover glass. Solar-thermlonic con- _ :
b_ centrator reflectivlty of 0.85 was assumed throughout the mission with
i_ no degradation.
At the 4000-watt load level and 2000-watt level, several cases
were found for both 1967 and 1975 flights where it was not thought prac-
tical to package the solar-thermionic system within the limits of the
At las-Agena or Saturn IB/Centaur shroud° These cases are marked by NA
in Table 2-1. Although the-photovoltaic system needs more area, the flat
panel_configuration is more amenable to packaging than the concentrator
and generator support of the thermionic system.
2°2 Reliability
An analysis of photovoltaic and solar-thermionic system re-
liability was accomplished using the basic block diagrams of Fig. 2-2.
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Power _ondit[oning reliability calculations were made (islng
detailed parts counts of each electronic module (these varied with
power level) and "minuteman" failure rate daga. A reliability of 0.98
was assumed for the battery based on sketchy data derived from the
Gemini, Ranger, Mariner, and other programs_ Detailed calculations
" were performed to estimate thermionic generator and photovo!taic panel
reliability t,sing assumed failure rates for thermionic diodes and in-
-6
dividual solar cells; for solar cells, failure rates of 0.i , i0
were used while the assumed reliability of thermionic diodes for one
"j
"_ year's operational life was 0.9 in 1969 and 0.95 in 1975. Detailed _ "
!
e explanations for these assumptions are contained in the Appendices for
.: this report.
_ Table 2-II shows a typical reliability summary for parts of
._
the system° Power conditioning reliability is calculated from
.< "single-thread" type of analysis of all electronic modules Becausef}_ r "
_ of increased stress level and increased number of parts, the reliabil-
_ ity of the power conditioning genera_lly decreases with increased power
leve I.
i Structural reliability was not considered in detail. However,
sufficient desigffmargin was allowed in weight assumptions for relatively
high reliability in structures. Structural reliability was not con-
system reliability was assumed to be hlgh
sidered in estimates because it
._ relative to other system components.
i_ System weight and area calculations were based on two general
cases. The nonredundant system used no extra electronic modules or
i: sources (such as thermionic diodes) to increase reliability.
A redundant system has the following features:
I. Redundant power conditioniilg modules with failure sense and
switching units. Redundant modules in the photovoltaic sys-
tem are the series regulator (2)*/InVerter (2), and battery
charger (3): Redundant modules in the solar-thermionic
system are the series regulator. (2), inverter (2), battery
charger (3), shunt regulator (3) and dc/dc converters (one. ---
converter for every I00 or 200 watts from 'source),.
*refers to number Of redundant modules
693 7-Fins I 20
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TABLE _2-II
TYPICAL RELIABILITY SLrMMARY
Non • W ith
Redundant Redundancy
A. Sol ar-Thermionic C,Jmponent s
i. Source - Concentrator/Structure High High
Generator* - (R_) N _ 0.9
2. Battery - -_ 0.98' -_ 0.995
3. Power Conditioning - _ 0o94" at -_ 0.990
200 watts
0.89 at _ 0.985
IKW
-_ 0°85 at -_ 0.98
4KW
: B, Photovo itaic Components
n I. Source -. S_ructure - High High
Solar Cells - -_ 0.95 > 0.99
2. Battery -_ 0.98 _, 0.995
3. Power Conditioning - 0.96 at _ 0°994
200 watts
i
0.947 at _ 0_991
i KW
0.93 at _ 0.987
4 K;'._ -
*R D is reliability of an individual thermionic diode and N is the
number of diedeso
r,
¢
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92. £hree batteries sized such that any two of the three canI
,;_ fulfill all load requirements.
3, Extra source capacity. Ten percent was added to the photo-
voltaic array. For the thermionic generator, the number of
extra diodes depended on the assumed diode reliability power
level and circuitry attachment with the dc/dc converter,
Sufficient redundancy was added to the thermicnic generator
to achieve at least 0°9 reliability° Thermionic diode re-
liability of 0.9 was assumed in 1969 and 0o95 in 1975.
Figure 2-3 illustrates typical reliability trends in therm-
ionic generator and source'analysis. Shown is a typical
increase in generator reliability with increase in diodes_
circuit connections 'to implement redundancy, and the relia-
bility of the power source versus weight for several cases°
Based on assumptions described in detail in the appendices,
reliability versus weight calculations were made for the missions,
power levels "and systems of interest. Table 2-111 shows a typical
weight and reliability analysis for redundant solar-thermionic systems
°. ,
which shows the increase in system component weight as the number of
thermionic diodes is increased to improve system reliability. Par-
." ticularly striking is the increase in dc/dc converter weight° Table
2-111 shows a.typical method of obtaining weight versus reliability
estimates.
Figure 2-4 illustrates system component reliability versus
weight numbers for three 1975 missions at the 1 KW level° Fi,gure 2-5
shows the difference in weight for "redundant" and "nonredunda_t" sys-
tems for various missions at the i KW level.
These curves and tables are typical and illustrate several
key p_ints in considerlng the comparative reliability of the system.
I. Power conditioning "and battery subsystem rellabillty is
close for either system, The power conditioning weight for
solar-thermlonics is generally heavier thar_ for photovoltalcs
(
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] Ytnimuta l_urabe r
-" Power o f Numb c r
,!_ F (1)Load D C.itput Diodes of
"_ ,,.ts_ion Year Watts Factor from in do/do
Source, Generator(s) Converters
_ :- watts
v _rLh 1969 200 1.715 343 7 1
i! LJ.'l,lter . I0 5
'" :0 km
_.,_ _i! I000 1720 36 3
• 60 15
" 1975 200 1,7L5 343 7 I
10 5
I000 1720 36 3
_ _ , 48 24
lar 1915 °00i';;. ,_ 1.34 268 3 1
?'.'obe
1000 1.34 1340 27 2
.. 34 17
bO 20
I
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load; accounting for losses in "power con =
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extra power, from source due to redundant
source elements,
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wTABLE
TYPICAL h'EIGHT _ Pd_LI,_BILITYA_:._XlYSi:;
Source Nonredun- P.,,,r
and dant Rec_undant ". i,:d
dc/dc Source Source
Converter WeLght, Weight, _ !
Reltability pou_ids pouuds Co_,.,._r;__
.47 37 '-- 343 !
.76 56 I00 i
.905 68 tOO
,_ 02 220 -- 573
I•g62 360 2_'JO
.70 13 -- 343 ._
I
.98 19 i00
-_, .O5: 63 573
.92 87 IO0
= °857 7 -- 134
~ .os _ 62o
.88 / 60 : 100
.97 70 I00
,j
P
,L
J
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Pand ":,e wei_ilt penalty for reliability improvement is
ge_:era]ly greater
2. The key reliability problem of the solar-therm_onic system
is the demonstration of thermionic diode reliability.
The generator power emanates from a relatively small number
of sources (diodes). Examination of the number of test hours
req,ired to demonstrate reliability indicaLes probabilities
_f 0_95 to 0.99 could be demonstrated by 1971-3 depending on
the intensity of the development effo=t. At the present time,
it appears possible to develop thermionic diodes to highly
reliabl_ devices."
The use of a relatively small number of diodes means that
additionai redundancy must be added to the generator ill the
.. _ form ,of properly connected diodes. The _elected method of
• incorporating redundant thermionic diodes is shown in Fig.
2-3(b). Incorporation of redundancy increases the do/do
converter weight significantly along with an increase in| .
source weight.
3. The reliabilities of the sola=-thermionic and photovoltaic
systems are comparable if redundancy is added to the system.
System reliability numbers of 0.9 to 0.98 can be anticipated
for 1975 missions (see Table 2-111, Figs° 2-3, 4, and 5) and
0_85 to 0.95 for 1969 missions (0..85 was used as a lower limit
for comparing 1969 system weights).
2.3 Weight
4
The solar-thermionic and photovoltaic systems have been
compared on the basis of overall weight,
. Power system weight versus conditioned power for both the
photovoltaic and thermionic systems with and without redundancy are
presented for every mission investigated during the program in the
appendices. The packaging limitations were also investigated for each
of the launch vehicles to be used, Joe., Atlas-Centaur and Saturn IB.
For example, the Atlas-Centaur packaging limit _or the thermlonic
I system for a i0,000 km earth orbiter is 2700 watts in 1969.
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The packaging limitation was obtained bv a number ol con-*
figuration studies based on reasena,01e estimates of spacecraft desi_.,n.
The maximum number of mirrors that can be packaged in the Saturn IB
is fourteen 9.5-foot mirrors and the maximura number of concentrators
: that can be packaged in the Atlas-Centaur for maximum power _,utput is
eleven 7-foot-diameter mirrors. Using the maximum nt,mber of concen-
• trators in conjunction with the concentrator diameter, along with the
electrical power output as a function of mirror diameter, tile maximum
: power capability of the launch vehicle can be ascertained.
Figures 2-6, 2-7, and 2-8 summarize power system weight for
_f_ a 200 W, I KW, and 4 KW .conditioned power output for various missions.
-:_ Shown are the following :
I,, The weight of a nonredundant system for the years 1969 and
ii_ "1975 (see previous discussion" for reliability of systems)..
_ 2o The increased weight penalties to achieve a given amount of
redundancy resulting in system reliability greater than 0.9.
•_ 3o Total system weight including redundancy. ::;:: .
:_ As shown by blank spaces in Fig. 2-8, it did not appear
=_:_ practical to package solar-thermionic arrays capable of providing
:_ sufficiemt power for a 4 KW system for several missions.
_':_ Based on the analys4.s conducted in this study, the following
_ .7_ general conclusions can be drawn with regard to a comparison between
solar-ther_ionle and photovoltaic systems.
i "1° The need for redundancy to increase solar-thermionic system
' reliability raises system weight significan_ly. It should
.:_ be reemphaslzed, however, that reliability calculations are
based on estimated diode reliabillties which can only be
O
guessed at this time. Demonstration of thermionic diode
reliability in the ball pa'rk 6f" 0.97 to 0.99 would result
• in the situation where the solar-thermionic system was lighter
._ in weight than photovoltaics for most missions in the year 1975.
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2. The inclusion of attitude control system weight do_,.,;m,t
change the cunclusion regarding weight comparison signifi-
cantly except in the case of solar and Venos probes, lu
these cases, solar radiation pressure is a dominant per-
tLirbing torque and the use of solar-thermionics, with less
surface area, result,= in attitude control weight sa_in!_s.
3. All the system weigllts shown in Figs. 2-6, 2-7, and 2-80
include battery and power conditioning° In some cases, the
'._eight of the power source is less than the weight _f the
: battery plus power conditioning. For example, for a 0.2 AU
solar probe (1975) the solar-thermionic source weighed 90
j pounds, the power conditioning 210 pounds, and the battery
30 pounds. It is important to examine the comparison of
:: power sources (photovoltaic or thermionic _, separate from
%
_ power conditioning and batteries° This is _ecause power
o! conditioning and battery weight are subject to a considerable
#_ alteration as technology develops. Furthermore, system
weights sho_n in Figs 2--6, 2-7, and 2-8 are based on the
:_ use of a battery with only 30 percent depth of discharge.
For the redundant case, two out of three batteries can
.... _ handle the load. In this sense, battery weights are ex-
• _,,
_ _ ' tremely conservative.
,_ 4. The approach toward structural analysis was conservative.
:-_ifl__ Structural criteria such as minimum resonant frequencies
jj_ of 2 cps and the ability to withstand a 3 g maneuver in-
_ _ troduced a note of conser_,atism in the analysis. Thus,
• _ "ultralightwelght structures" were not co_sideredj as the
;._ use of this type of structure is dependent upon modifica.
_ _ tlons in vehicle mission and design which were not con-
_C'_ sidered to be part of this study.
.'_/1;_ 5_ The available watt/sq ft figure for solar-thermionics is
"i(_,_"_ generally higherthan _h_- of photovoltaics in 1975o
v
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D l:owev,.r, [eature a systemthu th ree-dimells iona I of thermionio
p._ese:_.t._-more of a problem it- view factors will, i_ems ._uch as
,,.-qnx_[lip,p ]at f,_rms, antennas, and instrumentation.
• _,. rl:eJ.n_!ysis conducted _,_sumes that a constant power level
•:listbe available from each system from initial:ion to com-
pi,-,,o_t of mission. For the photovoltaic system, this means
tile array is sized by the b'_rs solar intensity for a Mars
mi:;sicn, and tile earth's solar intensity for all other mis-
• sions with the exception of the solar probe. For the solar-
ti_._rmimic system, system size is dictated by the Mars solar
intensity for all Mars missians and the earth's solar in-
tensity for all other missions. This type of comparison is,
in a .,ease, unfair to thennionics since a large amount of
the available energy to the solar-thermionic system on a
Venus or a sun probe must be wasted because of the need to
size for earth conditions.
7t is felt ti-.atfurther study should be made wherein the
I vehicle load demand increases as the vehicle approaches the
sun, with a minimum power demandl near earth° Under these
conditions, preliminary analysi-s shows that the we_.ght ad-
- vantage of the solar-thermionic system becomes quite
significant.
7. In all analyses, solar panel temperature _as allowed to rise
"_ - to a fairly high level. For-the 0.2 AIJ solar probe case,
• panel temperatures approaching 150°C were reached (clese to
the solder melting point). The long-tema reliability of the
solar panel at these temperatures probably can be made high,
but further _ork xs teqolred to verify the long-term effects
of high intensity and high temperature on solar panel per-
formance. In a similar manner, all analysis assumes a solar
concentrator reflectlvity, of 0.85 with no degradation. The
Increase it, solar therm_onlc source weight would be roughly
_ inversely proportional =o a decrease in reflectivlty if
degradatlon occurs, Possible degradation mechanls_ s are vapor
I deposition: from the ho_ generator and solar proton damage; these
effects must |'_.kn.wn prior to 9olar-thermlonic s.ystem _llght,
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3 ° APEAS I_EQU!RING _,D_I,r= _=_T_,T......
The study concludes that solar-thermionic systems can compete
_,ithphotovoltaics in the early 70's, with predicted component
developments° Study conclusions are based upon judgments conc(.rn-
:_ ing available c_m_onent state of the art, available mechanization •
and packaging techniques, and assumed models for reliability: of the
:
system e._plained in this report•
During the course of the comparison study, it was apparent "t_at
in several areas the amount of knowledge was limited and further de-
_, velopment work was necessary to better define the system. Reasonable
_-_ judgments were made _u each of these areas; however, it is useful toJ
• _ outline some of the major problem areas:
=_, Phot ovo iraic
-:i:_ 1) Strtlcture design for high power, large area arrays
=_ 2) Solar cell performance at high solar intensities ,:lose to
P
!_ the sun
% 3) High power level power conditioning design
_:_
.._, .4) Definition of battery limits o_ depth of discharge, cycle
_- life and other parameters
:;_ - So lar-Thermionic
:_ I) Solar concentrator reflectlvity and structure design
_'__ 2) Deployment structure alignment
_ 3) Generator reliability demcn_tr t_on and definition of limits
_ .on necessary current regulation
!_ 4) Decrease in power conditioning weight and high power leveld sign
5) Definition of operational constraints on Thermal EnergyStorage/d_ode unit
.
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D
63 D, _i;'I" and Lust of passive flux contr,,,1
;) D..f"_[tion of ground test
8) B.itcry definition
In the photovoltaic system, maj',r problem.._rFas ihciude:
I_ Definition of the structure. The des$_n of the solar
panel structure is strongly influenced by the vehicle,
mission, and environment. Rigid, flat structures, fixed
to the vehicle body in a manner similar to .Mariner IV,
are suitable for power levels up to 1 - 2 kw. beyond
this range, structural weights begin to increase to high
levels. Other structural techniques such as retractable
str1_ct,_res,etc._ should be investigated in conjunction
with alteration of vehicle requirements to lessen maneuver
loads, lower or eliminate resonant frequency criteria,
minimize boost loads through structural damping and other
techniques. The behavior of solar panel structures at
environmental extremes such as at 0.2 _ must be care-
fully investigated. For example, a solar panel structure
temporarily shielded from an intense sun is likely to
e.x_periencesevere thermal shock problems. It must be
emphasized, therefore, that generalized curves of weight
and area such as presented in this study, are only approxi-
mations wi:ich mu,_tbe verified by detailed structural de-
sign for each specific case.
2. Solar cell performance. Within the mission requirements
between Venus and Mars_ solar cell performance has been
adequately defined in laboratory experiments and through
actual use. For solar probes, however, solar cell behavior
is noc well defined. For example, at 0.2 AU, performance
can vary by as much as a factor of 3_ depending on assump-
tions regarding internal series resistance of the cell.
The behavior of "solar panels close to the sun is cri,.Ically
e
I
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•: dependent on detailed knowled_:e ef solar cell perfe,.-t'_anc_.
and this area must be further investigated.
As an example, at 0.2 AU, assumlng a solar cell series
resistance of 0.4 ohms, tile solar panel must be inclined
at an 82° angle to the stm and a deviation of 3 de_rees
can decrease power by 20 percent. _ small change in cell
:- performance and series resistance can drastically change the"
:_ " optimum panel inclination°
_: 3. Power conditioning for high power levels,• The design and
:'_ operation of the power conditioning for the photovoltaic
== system is fairly well defined at lower power levels (less
:_ than i kw) Furthermore, redundancy can be added at little
'_ cost in weight_ At high power levels, however, the choice
_.
;_: of power conditioning schemes is not clear cut For example,
.
• _j_ it becomes advantageous in some instances to convert the
"_ raw power dc directly to ac on the solar panel_ Also,
solid state component performance limits are such that a
,_ large number of redundant converters and regulators are
_- required to handle the entire power load. Problems of heat
:_
_ dissipation and ground loops become more sever_, also.
_::_
:_ 4o Battery definition• The design of the energy storage
_ system is hampered by lack of knowledge of battery relia-
_ bi]ity under varying conditions of depth of d_scharge
cy,:le conditions, etc. The battery design in this _tudy
is' conservative (e.g., 30 percent depth of discharge Jimit)
_'_
_ and battery _'elght could be considerably lessened with
_ additional knowledge.
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[n the solar-thermionlc system area, the following major problen_
areas should be attacked as soon as possible.
]. Solar concentrator. A principal solar concentrator prob!en;
area is the definition of reflective coating degradation in
space. Factors needed to define reflectance with time include
dependence on temperature: dependence on meteoroid and solar
protons, dependence on uv, and related factors. A second area
which requires further _nalysis is the ability of the concen-
trator skin to withstand vibration and shock loads. At present,
material properties of the nonmagnetic electrofor_ed materials
can only be approximated, and the properties of large paraboloid
single skins are not well understood.
2. System deployment structures• Design o£ the deployment struc-
tures entails the same type of problem as solar'panel deploy- _-
* merit structures in that interaction with the vehicle and
mission is critically important. An additional prub.l_m, and
perhaps resulting in an increase in weight, is the need for
accurate alignment of the entire deployment structure and/or
the inclusion of a vernier orientation scheme to maintain
tight orientation accuracies.
3. Generator. With the asaumptiou that the therm{onic diode
converter performance will continue to improve at the rapid
pace experienced over the past few years, the principal
problem area in generator design is the definitlov o_ required
L
% "
I
t
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diode reliability, the demonstration of diode reliability,
and the method by which redundancy is incorporated. The power
output in the system comes from a small number of thermionlc
: diodes. Therefore, the reliability of each diode must be
high and the incorporation of redundancy techniques or standby
2_ generators must be carefully engineered. Associated with this
problem is the definition of the most likely mode of _ailure
J_ of the diode and the after effects (both thermal and elec-
"= trical) on other diodes Reliability can be incorporated
3'
'£
.!_ into the generator by extra diodes suitably electrically
connected (at the cost of increased system weight and mirror
_; size), paralleling of diodes (at the cost of decreased system_._
-" efficiency), and the use of additional dc/dc con,Terters for
: isolating diode circuits•
_t
Diode reliability and life data must be obtained in the near •
future.
_,, In addition, sufficient performance data concerning the operation
of" tile diode under constant power input is lacking.. It _s'not
• clear what the limitations on load changes are, nor whal: tempera-
-C
; tures will be encountered in the diode structure with a load change•
Data of this type must be obtained for valid system design.
4. Power conditioning. The power conditioning for the solar-
!
thermionic system'is perhaps twice the weight of the photo-
: voltaic system fer the same load power level. A principal
requirement'of the power conditioning for the solar-thermionlc
system is the need to provide constant current regulation t_
the generator. This requirement is imposed by the need for
the thermlonic diode to oper_ate near its design point in order
• that diode temperatures may be p_edicted. The design of the _.
: shunt load required for generator regulation is highly de-
pendent upon the amount of redundancy incorporated into the
generator, the ambunt of regulation desired, and the expectedJ
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, variation in generator output. Shunt load weight and heat load
dissipation problems can be critical. The need for a shunt
]cad may be alleviated by the use of ileat pipe technolugy in the
,_enerator. In addition to the shunt load, the selection and
des_n nf the dc/dc converter is another serious problem.
The ._vmbcr of de/de converters, the effect on reliability,
thu need to isolate electrically a certain number of diodes,
and other factors must be considered i;: this design.
@
At prt,sent, the dc/dc converter weight accounts for about half
of the _,ower conditioning weight in a redundant system. New
circuitry and devices must be devised to cut the dc/dc con-
verter weight. ""
5. Thermal energy storage. The incorporation of thermal energy
sL.,r,ve ;nt,. the: :'.enezator wi]i require caref_l study T_ermai
e_er_i." _toragb was investigate_ rod, using assumptions regarding
, _mp,_1:e:_[technol_qy dis,_cssed in the appendices, resulted in
d,,cre,_sed system _:eight for the earth orbiter cases. The opera-
tional constraints and perfor.mance of the diode/TES unit are
relatively unknown, and must be determined before any conclusions
can be made.
6. Solar flux control. Preliminary design indicates that a solar
flux control unit will be useful in those cases where a TES
uuit is used and for solar probe missions. In the case of the
l,se of TES, the solar flux control could serve to compensate
for variabl_; darktimes. For solar probes, a solar flux control
will be needed to compensate for the excess amount of energy
near the sun. It appears possible in the solar probe case to
use an entirely passive flux control but tests must be devised
to verify this.
7. Ground test. A principal problem in the use of solar-thermionics
is the ability to perform flight qualification tests which _are
valid. The need for vacuum c0n4itions for the generator and the
need for larger mirrors or auxiliary heaters indicates the need
for special test facilities and a carefully laid-out program
c
to iusure that ground tests tr ly reflect space performance.
39
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4. SOLAR-THERMIONIC SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
4.1 Component Perfo_rnmnce
:_- The preferred power conditioning mechanization for the so_ar-
thermionic system is shown in Fig. 4-1 with the addition of redundant
modules to increase reliabilltv. The _ystem consists of the generator&¢
and its dc/dc converters, a parasitid load which in itself consists of
\ a shunt load and a battery charger, batteries, battery converters,
voltage regulator (series switching regulator), and dc/ac inverters.
The series switching regulator, dc/ac inverter and battery con-
verier each have an identical unit in the standby mode wl_h a failure
sense and switching unit that will detect a failure of the primary unit
: and initiate switching to the standby unit.
Fon the purposes of this study, three batteries are employed in
an operational redundant configuration where they are sized such that
any two of the batteries can carry the normal system load. The shunt
loads are similarly sized so that in the event of a failure of one,
#
; the remaining two can adequately handle the total power to be dlms_pated.
The diodes of'a therm!onlc generator system should, if posslble,'be
w
electrically connected in series to minimize iosses. Furthermore, the
load current of those diodes should be held relatively constant to regu-
late diode temperatures. The power conditioning equipment Is designed
.?
to provide a constant current load on the thermlonic generator during
the normal sunlight operation regardless of the load power. Durlng
sunligh_ operation, excess power is consumed by the parasitic shunt
load or in charging the batteries. Other modes of operation are e-x-
: pl, lnsd in the _pendiceSo
................ , ....
/
;. battez7 development schedule is shown in Table 4-I; ehis In-
formation was used as ground rules for the analysis,,
' Estimates of generator efficiency as a function of cavlty tem-
perature and year ere shown in Table 4-II. This efficiency was doEive_ _
from projscZed converter effKci_ncles provld_d by JPL. Zt _p_
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DfABLE 4-II
GENERATOR EFFICIENCY
I
Ytnnperature 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975' 1976 1977
1400°C. 7.5 11.8 11.8 12.7 12.7 15.9 15.9 16.9 16.9
1500°C 8.6 13.4 13.4 14.5 14.5 18.1 18.1 19.2 19.2
1600°C 9.4 14.6 14.6 15.8 15.8 19.8 19.8 20.9 20.9
1700°C I0 15.6 15.6 16.9 16.9 21.1 21.1 22.4 22.4
1800°C 10.4 16.3 ]6.3 17.6 17.6 22 22 23.3 23.3
1900bc 10.6 16.6 16.6 17.9 17.9 22.4 22.4 23.7 23._
_r
|
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:_!: reasonable in light of recent developments. More detai]_ _'f _l,,ner¢It_,v
_ efficiency calculations are contained in the AppexLdtxes.
r_ Weights of individual con_e_'ters able to provide 50 watts cach
'_ r,_nge from 0.6 Ibs in 1969.to 0.25 Ibs in 1977. It was assumL,_ that
,_4 the gentuator structure weight is about equal to the c"mbincd w_i_ht
of the converters. It was also ,_ssumed that twenty-diode g¢,.,_orators
are possible for high power levels.
_ For the solar probe, the weight of'the solar flux control system ,
_:°_ was ignored as this will generally be a verv small percentage of system
weight. It is recommepded, after examination of generator performance, .
that a radiation dissipative shie._d be included on the front of" the
generator go enable the inrorporat.ion of a passive flux control fur
_ most missions.
Examination was made of the potentiality of u_Ing thermal energystorage to minimize _he n..,d for storage batteries. % typical conclu- .
sion is shown in Fig. 4-2 which illustrates system total weight as a
function of storage dark time using 1975 component performance. _s
shown, thermal energy storaBe appears to decrease system _eight for the
earth orbit.ing missions. Also, the difference betwe._n 1500°C and 1705°C
operation is small and 1500°C operation may be advantageous from a re-
liability viewpoint. Assumptions regarding tbe nature of thermal ene_rgy
storage, materials used, structural, and storage efficiencies a_e dis-
cussed in the Appendixes. One potential advantage of TES (not con-
sidered in the study) is the minimizd_ion of battery roqui_'ements to
provide power during midcourse maneuvers.
A detailed analysis w_s made of the concentrator/cavity performance.
Computer calculations were made assuming variation in a l_rge nmmber of
parameters and typical results are sh_n in Figs. 4-3 through 4-6.
F_gure 4-3 shows .he specific weigLt of the concentrator (Ibs/sq ft).
Specific weight is e_pec_-ed to de_.rease with decreasing mirror diameter
which can be expected from an examination of the s=r_,ctur_l character-
istics of the .single-skin electroformed concentrator.
Collector abso_r efficiency does not change significar_ly w_-b
_I mirror diam_=er and was assumed to be approximately constant in the44
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i_ _ remainder of the analysis. Small var!ations fdr cavity temperature are
i_ apparent but not drastic.
_ Figure 4-4 shows the effect of distance from the sun on optimum
_ efficiency. Close to the sun, the optimum collector absorber efficiency
___ decreases drastically due to the increased size of the sun's image.
i_ Figure 4-5 illustrates the variation in collector absorber effi-ciency using a constant entrance diameter (as in the solar p obe case)
,_ with variation in distance from the sun. Figure 4-6 complements
-_ Fig. 4-5 and illustrates the thermal power input to the cavity as a
_ function of distance from the isFigure 4-6
sun. extremely interesting
!_ terms of the possibility using passive a solar
in of flux control for
probe mission. _Their for an entrance diameter of 0.66 inchj the power
available to _he thermionic diodes is essenti_lly constant from earth
to 0.2 AU with only small variations. A major problem would be the
dissipation of the:excess heat from the entrance cone Of the generator.
Detailed reliability calculations were made for both the thermionic
and photovoltaic systems. Table 4-111 is a typical example of the relia-
I bility estimation for the power conditioning for each system. Minuteman •
J type data was used for estimation of component reliability and, combinedwith estimates_f the number of parts of each type and each module, anoverall leliability was calculated for each case.
Figure 4-? illustrates the speciflc weight of a solar-thermionlc
L
source _nd is typical of the weight calculations derived for the several
e
missions and yeazs. As shown, specific weight for the source decreases
as a function of mirror diameter due primarily to the decrease in con-
centrator specific weight. Performance at 1700°C, due to higher _ffi-
clency, resul_s in a smaller system weight than at 1400°C.
Figure 4-8 is a general cuz_e illustrating_the power output from
a single mirror/generatbr systemj under earth condltions, assuming 1975"
) • _
component efficiency, as a function of mirror diameter and cavity
temperature. For example, • lO-ft-dl]meter miyror canprovide 1350 watts
to the powercondit%onlng:"
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TABLE 4-111
EXAMPLE OF RELIABILITY ESTIMATE FOR POWER CONDITIONING*
Photovoltaic System
Component
' n nX(lO -6)
PS&L i 0 o199
Battery _harger i 1.316
Booster 1 0,656
I
Regulator i io140
Inverter i 0.397
Synch. I 0 •717
• Elnk = 3.925
r 5_Z - -
R = expL-_in_t) = 0,966
Solar-Thermionic System n n_(10 -6)
DC/DC conv. 4 3°352
-.Shunt load i 3.308
Battery charger I i°149
Battery cony. I 1•353
Regulator i I•140
Inverter I 0.397
Synch i 0.717
_]n_ = 11.446
R ffiexp[-_nkt) = 0.912
* i) 1969
Q
2) 500 km Earth Orbit
3) I000 watt system
4) Power Conditioning is nonredundant
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FIG. 4-8 T}!ERMIONIC GENERATOR. POWER OUTPUT FROM A SINGLE
i';I RtlOR SYSTEM
|
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5. PHOTOVOLTAIC SYSTEM DESCRIPTION --
i_ A block diagram of the photogoltaic system with redundancy is
i_ shown in Fig. 5-I. This system is quite similar to the Mariner IV
_ power conditioning system except a series switching regulator is
'_,_ utilized rather than a booste_ regulator. The series switching_reg-
'_ ulat0r was selected since it can operate with greater efficiency over
a wider input ve.1tage range. The greater input voltage range is de- _ ._
sirable, since it eliminates the need for solar panel voltage limiting
that would require either zener diodes mounted on the solar panels or
a similar radiator or some form of an active shunt regulator. In the _i
redundant photovoltaic system, three batteries are employed such that
any two can carry the entire system load. Redundancy is added to the ..... i___
solar panel by means of increasing its output capability by approx- _,, ,_
imately I0 percent. : _
A critical item in the prediction of solar array performance is _
' _he assumption regarding solar cell performance. These assumptions _t -'_
i_:_ are itemized in Table 5-I. As _hown, from 1965 to .1977 the assumed ,, _"
cell efficiency will increase from I0.I percent to 11.3 percent and _ _.:
useful thickness will decrease to 8 mils.
A second critical item in calculation of photovo]tmi_ mystem -:.,
w_ight is the assumptions regardi_ the _olar panel structure. De- -,_,
tall calculations were made over a range of solar array surf_a_areas
resulting in estimated weights for systema employed in the ATLAS/
CENTAUR and SATURN/CENTAUR. Results are summarized in Fig. 5-2 fo_:
1975. Show_ is the array specific weight (ibs/sq f_ including mechan-
isms, cells, etco) assuming the use of truss beam type structures
similar to Mariner IV using thin gauge beryllium technology. The
use of stronger materials and improved techniques results in _ela-
tively lighter weight for 1975. It is @_sumed that the
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TABLE 5-I
TABLE OF PREDICTED SILICON SOLAR CELL CHARACTER" STICS
_. Present 1969-72 1972-77(1965)
:_ I cmx 2 cm; Same, also I cm
2 cm x 2 cm x 13 cm, 2 cm
Size 3 cm x 3 cm x 13 cm Al1 before
l -Thickness 12 - 15 mil 12 mil 8 mil
Weight 0.09 gm/cm 2 0.08 gm/cm 2 0.045 gm/"m 2
Base Resistivity 1 - 10 ohm.cm. 1 - 25 oh_.cm. 1 - 25 ohm.cm.Wrap Around
Silver Titanium
Sol der less Sol derl ess
Ohmic Contact Silver-Titanium Cerium Titanium Same
2
Power Output 13 mw/cm2- 14 mw/cm 14.5 _a/cm2-
(55°c)
m
i "Total Cell Eff. 10.1% 10.9% 11.37o
(28°C) -
i *
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Jsolar panels are rigid and attached in a cantilever mode to
4
the spacecraft at their base and an outboard location using a strut.
i "A minimum resonant frequency of 2 cps and a retromsneuver loadlng
factor of 3 g are critical assumptions which affect structural weight.
The use cf_hese assumptions results in a conservative estimate of
pho voltaic st uctu e weight. The effects of changing the assump-
tions and details regarding weight calculations are given In theAppendices.
Dark time or maneuver loads necessitate the need for additional
i power fr_,m the source charged batteries. Also, efficiency losses in ,the pc_e_ conditioning require more surface area of the array (either
thermionlc or photev_Itaic). The ratio of solar panel raw power out-
put to c_nditioned power is illustrated in Fig. 5-3 (known commonly,a_ an "F" "factor). The 500 km earth circular orbit requires an F
I factor typically of 2.75. The smallest F factor is for the solar probe
lunar, station and 50 .hour orbiters where a value of 1.5 is required.
_ Considerable effort was expended on estimation of solar panc_
I wclgl_t p_,rfornmnce as a function of mission time, distance from the
sun, cell efficiency, cel_ series resistance, and other factors. A
large number of curve illus rating thi effort are contaihed in the
report text.
"Figure 5-4 illustrates equilibrium solar panel temperature vs
distance from the sun for varying angle of incidence to the sun.
As shown, solar panel temperature will increase above a 250°C value
at 0.36 AU with the panel normally oriented towards the sun assuming
the ab_:orptivities and emissivities shown.
Figure 5-5 illustrates the typical change in E1 curves obtained
on operating panels. Of particular interest _s the effecZ of assuming
• 0.4 ohm series resistance on the solar cells as opposed to the effect
of assuming zero series resistance. As shown in Fig. 5-5, using
typical equilibrium temperatures, the decreas_ in power output of the
-am
i
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8F[C. 5-3 CONDITIONED POWER FROM SYSTEM VS REQUIRED SOLAR PANEL RAW
POWER OUTPUT
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:' panel and the c_ange inJhape of the E1 curve is drastic depending on
"_ what is assumed for series resistance Calculations used for deriving
_
_ system weight were based on t_e changing E1 curves typically illustrated
in Fig. 5-5
.._ °
Figure 5-_ illustrates the need to carefully investigate the design
of the solar cells used for solar probe missions. At t_e present time,
no solar cell is available in quantity which has series resistance lover
x
than aWout 0.4 ohms. It is possible to create a solar cell wlth-nearlye •
:_ zero ohms resistance at decreased efficiency. Development of such a
i cell d benefit the use of a photovoltaic for
WOU greatly system
,_a probe mission.
" Figure 5-6 illustrates some of the radiation degradation calcula-
tions performed for the study. Percent power'remaining at the end of
a one-year mission is given as a function of coverglass thickness for
several missions in 1969 and 1975. An inverse square relatlonahlp was
assumed for the solar flare degradation. Degradation due to Van
Allen radiation at Earth was based upon current aerospace models for
•particle flux spectrum and density. Figure 5-6 illustrates the dif-
_ ference in radiation degradation which occurs using a maxinmm solar
flare intensity year (1969) and a minimum year (1975).
Figure 5-7 shows a typical mission time - power history using
selected coverglass thicknesses, assuming zero and 0.4 ohm series re-
_ sistant cells As shown_ for the Venus mission, the power per unit
area can vary drastically depending on cell assumptions° The power
o,,tput changes due to temperature equilibriums, radiation degradation
and solar intensity change°
Figure 5-8 shows a second typical m[sslon time power history for
the Mars case° Figure 5-9 illustrates the raw power per sq ft vs
angle of incidence for varying distances from the sun using a 20-mil
coverglass and two different values of series resistance of the cell.,
The effect of series resistance on solar array performar,ce is dramatic°
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Thus, with solar cells presently available, the performance at 0.2 AU
is clearly limited and the solar array must be inclined toward the sun
an angle of approximately 82 degrees. With future cells of zero series
resistance, power output _s much greater at 0.2 AU and optimum angle
of Incidence decreases•
I •
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